SSRL Computer Account Request Form—February 1999


Your Name: ____________________________________________________________

Institution: ____________________________________________________________

Mailing (or Email) 
Address: ______________________________________________________________

Telephone: ____________________________________________________________

Name of supervisor or advisor, or other person with whom we can make contact should there be any question about the use of the account.

______________________________________________________________________

Staff Members: Your Username will be your last name, modified by your first initial if that name is already in use.
Beam Line Users: Your Username will be b_yourlastname, modified by your first initial if that name is already in use.
Crystallography Users:  Your Username will be your last name, modified by your first initial if that name is already in use.

Initial password desired – must be changed after your first login.

____________(Minimum length 7 characters, your password should be a combination of 3 out of 4 options: 1-lowercase 2-uppercase 3-Numeric 4-Special Characters (e.g.:$)

Beam line Computer(s) on which you need an account: __________________________
Will you be associated with SSRL for 3 years or more? __________________________
If not, how long will you need your account?_____years, ______months


Please choose which type of Operating System you will need an account on:

[    ]  VMS (Staff & Beam line Users):
[    ]  NT (Staff Only):
[    ]  UNIX (Crystallography Users Only):




Staff Members Only: Please provide your PC’s information in order to add your PC’s node to the SSRL NT domain and get an account on SSRL NT domain:

Node name:

Building:
Room #:
Operating System:
Type of Processor:
Monitor Property Control #:
Computer/Base Property Control #:


[You must complete and sign the security statement on the back of this sheet before we can establish your account.]

Security Statement for the use of SSRL computer systems
February 1999


Access to the SSRL computer system has to be controlled and coordinated so that we can both fulfill our legal responsibilities and provide a secure and productive facility to SSRL users and staff.  Please study the guidelines below, and then sign in the space provided.  We cannot process your account request without this signed statement.

	Use of the SSRL computer systems must be restricted to furthering the mission of the laboratory, and bona fide scientific research.  Use of the machines for personal purpose is not permitted.


	Access to certain information and files on the computer system is restricted for operational, professional, and confidential reasons.  Do not attempt to circumvent these controls, or otherwise attempt to gain access to data, which you are not authorized to possess.


	The VAX/VMS operating system, components, and many program packages are protected by copyright. No program code, object libraries, or executables may be copied without consulting first with SSRL Computer Group.  The only exceptions to this requirement are code that is either clearly ‘public domain’ or was written by another user and is copied with his or her consent.


	The SSRL computer system is part of a large scientific research network.  Remote access to other computer systems is allowed as long as it furthers the work of the laboratory, and is approved by the manager of the remote machine.


	You are responsible for the actions of anyone using your account(s).  You will be required to change your login password from time to time, and are advised to do so after inadvertent disclosure.  If your account is used by other people, it is your responsibility to ensure that they have read, understand, and will adhere to these same security guidelines.



I have read the above, and agree to abide by these conditions. I agree to ensure that any others using my account will abide by these same conditions.


______________________________________________________(Signature)

_____________________________________________________(Name [please print])

______________________________________________________(Date)

